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Abstract
We explore the potential for a responsive spoken dialogue system to use the real-time status of an incremental speech understanding model to guide its incremental decision-making about
how to respond to a user utterance that is still in progress. Spoken dialogue systems have a range of potentially useful realtime response options as a user is speaking, such as providing
acknowledgments or backchannels, interrupting the user to ask
a clarification question or to initiate the system’s response, or
even completing the user’s utterance at appropriate moments.
However, implementing such incremental response capabilities
seems to require that a system be able to assess its own level
of understanding incrementally, so that an appropriate response
can be selected at each moment. In this paper, we use a datadriven classification approach to explore the trade-offs that a
virtual human dialogue system faces in reliably identifying how
its understanding is progressing during a user utterance.
Index Terms: incremental speech processing, natural language
understanding, spoken dialogue systems

1. Introduction
In this paper, we explore the potential for a virtual human dialogue system to use the real-time status of its incremental
speech understanding model to guide its incremental decisionmaking about how to respond to a user utterance that is still
in progress. A range of recent work has been investigating incremental speech understanding and response capabilities for
spoken dialogue systems; see, e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. A general
theme of this work is to relax the strict turn-taking requirements
that are common in implemented systems, so that speaking with
systems can become more interactive and more like speaking
with a human dialogue partner. There are a range of speaker
capabilities and interactive behaviors that play a role in spoken human-human dialogue, and that might be implemented,
including the incremental interpretation of the speech of others,
feedback on the speech of others while the speech is progressing
(so-called “backchannels” [7]), monitoring of addressees and
other listener feedback [8], fluent turn-taking with little or no
delays [9], and overlaps of various sorts, including collaborative completions [10], repetitions and other grounding moves
[11], and interruptions.
However, implementing such incremental response capabilities seems to require that a system be able to assess its own
level of understanding incrementally, so that an appropriate response can be selected at each moment. For example, generating feedback in the form of a “backchannel” (such as uh-huh,
yeah, right) during the user’s speech may be interpreted by the
user as implying that the system thinks it is understanding what

the user is saying. Such a signal may help streamline successful communication when the system is understanding correctly,
but if the system is in fact failing to understand what the user
is saying, a system back-channel could lead to miscommunication and problematic consequences. Similarly, a system that is
able to complete a user utterance when it thinks the utterance
has been understood [3] may succeed in rapidly conveying its
correct understanding, or it could cause an unnecessary repair
subdialogue and diversion if its completion did not fit the user’s
intended meaning.
Using incremental response capabilities therefore involves
trade-offs between the benefit of initiating the interactive response and the risk of doing so inappropriately. In this paper,
we extend and generalize our prior work on incremental confidence estimation [3] by using a data-driven classification approach to investigate a range of different metrics that could be
used by a virtual human dialogue system to assess how well its
understanding is progressing during a user utterance. We then
discuss the extent to which these metrics may enable the system
to generate incremental response behaviors while mitigating the
risks associated with doing so inappropriately.

2. Research setting
The work we present in this paper has been carried out in the
setting of the SASO-EN scenario [12, 13]. We will very briefly
summarize this scenario, which is designed to allow a trainee
to practice multi-party negotiation skills by engaging in face to
face negotiation with virtual humans. The scenario involves a
negotiation about the possible re-location of a medical clinic
in an Iraqi village. A human trainee plays the role of a US
Army captain, and there are two virtual humans that he negotiates with: Doctor Perez, the head of an NGO clinic, and a local
village elder, al-Hassan. The doctor’s main objective is to treat
patients. The elder’s main objective is to support his village.
The captain’s main objective is to move the clinic out of the
marketplace, ideally to the US base. Figure 1 shows the doctor
and elder in the midst of a negotiation, from the perspective of
the trainee.
The system has a fairly typical set of processing components for virtual humans or dialogue systems, including automatic speech recognition (ASR, mapping speech to words), natural language understanding (NLU, mapping from words to semantic frames), dialogue interpretation and management (DM,
handling context, dialogue acts, reference and deciding what
content to express), natural language generation (NLG, mapping frames to words), non-verbal generation, and synthesis and
realization. We now turn to the design of SASO-EN’s incremental NLU component, which is the focus of this paper.
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Figure 1: SASO-EN negotiation in the cafe: Dr. Perez (left)
looking at Elder al-Hassan.
<s>.mood declarative
<s>.sem.type event
<s>.sem.agent captain-kirk
<s>.sem.event deliver
<s>.sem.theme power-generator
<s>.sem.modal.possibility can
<s>.sem.speechact.type offer

Figure 2: Example NLU frame.

3. Predictive incremental speech
understanding
In recent work [6, 3, 14], we have been developing a predictive
incremental understanding framework for SASO-EN. We now
briefly summarize this framework, to provide context for the
new results reported in this paper.
Training data. The training data for our approach originates in a corpus of 3,500 utterances collected from people playing the role of captain and negotiating with the virtual doctor
and elder. These user-system dialogues, which were collected
with naive users, have a fairly high word error rate (average 0.39
with our current ASR configuration), with many (15%) out of
domain utterances. The system is robust to these kinds of problems, both in terms of the NLU approach [6, 15] as well as the
dialogue strategies [16]. This is accomplished in part by approximating the meaning of utterances.
NLU output. Utterance meanings are captured in the
NLU output representation, which is an attribute-value matrix
(AVM), where the attributes and values represent semantic information that is linked to a domain-specific ontology and task
model [12]. Figure 2 shows an example representation, for an
utterance such as we can provide you with power generators.1
As examples of how our NLU approximates utterance meanings and is robust to some ASR errors, note that the frame in
Figure 2 is also returned for an utterance of we are prepared
to give you guys generators for electricity downtown as well as
the ASR output for this utterance, we up apparently give you
guys generators for a letter city don town. All the transcribed
utterances in our corpus have been manually annotated with the
correct NLU output frame.
Predictive, incremental speech understanding. Our NLU
module, mxNLU [6], is based on maximum entropy classification, where we treat entire individual frames as output classes,
and extract input features from partial ASR results. The spe1 Note that, in the figure, the hierarchical structure of the AVM has
been linearized, using a path-value notation.
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Figure 3: Mean F-score vs. length of partial ASR result.

cific features used by the classifier are: each word in the input string (bag-of-words representation of the input), each bigram (pairs of consecutive words), each pair of any two words
in the input, and the number of words in the input string. To
define the incremental understanding problem, we fed the audio
of the utterances in the training data through our ASR module, which is currently PocketSphinx [17], in 200 millisecond
chunks, and recorded each partial ASR result produced by the
ASR. Each partial ASR result then serves as an incremental input to mxNLU, which is specially trained for partial input as
discussed in [6]. NLU is predictive in the sense that, for each
partial ASR result, the task of mxNLU is to produce as output
the complete frame that has been associated by a human annotator with the user’s complete utterance, even if that utterance
has not yet been fully processed by the ASR. Our predictive
framework can be contrasted with more “fully incremental” understanding frameworks, which would only try to determine the
meaning of what the user has said so far at each point [2].
Performance metric. We evaluate NLU performance by
looking at precision and recall of the attribute-value pairs (or
frame elements) that compose the predicted and correct frames
for each partial ASR result. Precision represents the portion
of frame elements produced by mxNLU that were correct, and
recall represents the portion of frame elements in the goldstandard annotations that were proposed by mxNLU. By using
precision and recall of frame elements, we take into account
that certain frames are more similar than others and also allow
more meaningful comparative evaluation with NLU modules
that construct a frame from sub-elements or for cases when the
actual frame is not in the training set. The current precision and
recall of frame elements produced by mxNLU using complete
ASR outputs are 0.81 and 0.75, respectively, for an F-score (harmonic mean of precision and recall) of 0.78. The performance
of mxNLU for partial ASR results is discussed in detail in [6],
and is summarized in Figure 3.

4. Modeling the status of incremental
speech understanding
In the remainder of the paper, we explore the reliability with
which various patterns in the evolution of this predictive incremental NLU’s F-Score can be detected as an utterance progresses, and discuss how these patterns might be exploited in
incremental response policies.
Our previous work on incremental confidence estimation

Metric

Definition

Hight :
Correctt :
Incorrectt :
Lowt :

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

≥ 21
=1
<1
< 21

Metric

Definition

WillBeHight :
WillBeCorrectt :
WillBeIncorrectt :
WillBeLowt :
MAXFt :

FL ≥ 12
FL = 1
FL < 1
FL < 12
Ft ≥ FL

0.8

0.9

1.0

Table 1: Metrics for incremental speech understanding.

4.1. Metrics for assessing incremental understanding
We consider a range of new metrics for incremental speech understanding. The metrics we consider are all similar to MAXFt ,
in that each one makes a binary prediction at each time t during
an utterance. The metrics are defined in Table 1, and encompass
a range of potentially valuable information about how well an
utterance is being understood so far, and how much that understanding may improve as the user continues speaking and completes the utterance. If they could be classified reliably, each
of these metrics could potentially provide valuable information
for selecting an appropriate real-time response from the system.
Note that in these metrics we have used an arbitrary F-Score
threshold of 12 to distinguish between “low” and “high” levels
of understanding. A more optimized threshold could be used if
it were available in a specific dialogue system.
4.2. Experiments and results
For each metric, we trained a decision tree using Weka’s J48
training algorithm [18],2 and using input features similar to
those used to train our MAXF classifier [3]. These features
included the length of the partial ASR result, the entropy in
mxNLU’s output distribution, the maximum probability assigned by mxNLU to any frame, the number of partial ASR
results that have been returned, a unique identifier for the most
probable NLU output frame, and features for each of the individual attribute-values in this output frame.
2 Other

classification models could be used as well.
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We define a moment where, in fact, MAXFt = true to be
a “moment of maximal understanding”. (The ground truth
about whether MAXFt = true can be determined offline, using logged information about mxNLU’s incremental outputs for
the utterance, and after the utterance has been annotated and a
correct output frame assigned by a human annotator.) In [3],
we described the use of a machine-learning approach to build
an incremental MAXF classifier, and showed that such a classifier could be constructed with a precision/recall/F-score of
0.88/0.52/0.65 respectively.
As a confidence metric, MAXF suffers from some limitations; while it predicts whether understanding will improve,
it does not predict whether understanding is currently high vs.
low, nor does it quantify how much understanding will improve.
To address these limitations, we now extend and generalize this
previous work by investigating the possibility of training a range
of additional incremental classifiers, and using these classifiers
in incremental response policies.
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[3] has been based on the observation that mxNLU is often able
to predict the correct output frame, or a partially correct output frame, before a user utterance is completed. In [3], we
demonstrated that, for this corpus of utterances, it is possible
for the system to detect “moments of maximal understanding”
as an utterance progresses. We defined a moment of maximal
understanding as follows. Given an utterance that results in a
sequence of L partial ASR results, hr1 , ..., rL i, let Ft be the Fscore associated with mxNLU’s predicted frame at time t (based
on the latest available ASR result, rt ). We then define MAXFt
for t = 1...L as follows:
(
true if Ft ≥ FL
.
(1)
MAXFt =
false otherwise
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Figure 4: Precision vs. Recall for Incremental Classification
Metrics
To assess the trained model’s performance, we carried out a
10-fold cross-validation on a test corpus of 440 user utterances.3
For each of our trained incremental confidence classifiers,
there is an associated precision-recall trade-off that describes
the reliability with which the associated condition can be detected at run-time. We present these precision-recall curves
in Figure 4. The results show that these trained incremental
confidence models have quite different performance characteristics. For example, some metrics such as Hight , Correctt ,
Lowt , Incorrectt , and MAXFt can be classified with relatively
high precision for a given level of recall, while others such
as WillBeCorrectt and WillBeIncorrectt offer a poorer precision/recall trade-off. This is perhaps intuitive, as the latter conditions may be harder to classify reliably since they depend on
more precise predictions about future understanding.
As discussed above, we would like to use such incremental confidence metrics to guide our virtual humans’ real-time
response behaviors. For example, under some conditions, the
virtual humans could give positive feedback in the form of
backchannels such as head nods or saying uh-huh at appropriate points. However, from a design standpoint, we view it
as more important for our virtual humans to not give inappropriate real-time feedback (for example, implying understanding
when there is none) than it is for them to give any incremental real-time feedback. On this assumption, our observations
about precision-recall trade-offs suggest that policies for generating appropriate incremental responses could perform better if
framed in terms of some metrics rather than others. Consider for
example these three alternative conditions under which a virtual
3 All the partial ASR results for a given utterance were constrained
to lie within the same fold, to avoid training and testing on the same
utterance. Also, the test utterances were not used to train mxNLU.
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Figure 5: Precision vs. Recall for Positive Backchannel Conditions

human might be disposed to initiate a positive backchannel:
PF1t
PF2t
PF3t

=
=
=

Correctt ∨ (Incorrectt ∧ WillBeCorrectt )
Hight ∨ (Lowt ∧ WillBeHight )
Hight ∨ (Lowt ∧ ¬MAXFt )

We might expect, based on the results in Figure 4, that PF1t
would be the most difficult to classify reliably, and PF3t the
easiest. Indeed, we trained classifiers to directly detect these
three conditions (using the exact same machine-learning setup
used to train classifiers for the individual metrics), and found
the precision-recall trade-off depicted in Figure 5. By detecting condition PF2t or PF3t during incremental understanding,
for example, we may be able to provide more reliable positive
feedback, in the sense that these conditions can be detected with
relatively high precision for a given recall level.
In future work, as we develop strategies to provide feedback based on such incremental confidence information, we expect that it will also be important to incorporate consideration of
the natural timing with which backchannels and other real-time
responses are provided in human-human dialogue; see e.g. [19].

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have used a data-driven classification approach
to explore a range of metrics and conditions that an implemented virtual human dialogue system could use to quantify
how well its understanding is progressing during a user utterance. Using the resulting models, we have explored some of
the trade-offs that this system would face in reliably providing
positive feedback to users about its process of understanding. In
future work, we will evaluate the run-time utility of providing
this positive feedback in live interactions with users.
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